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Modern Knights of Rod and Gun
Want Facts on Fish and Game
By P. V. CARDON
D irector, Agricultural Experiment Station, U. S. A. C.

The machine age, instead of dimming his interest in fish and
game, is making man more than ever before aware of his n eed fo r the
mental and physical balance afforded by recreation in the great open
spaces from which civilization has extracted him.
Cbronlogically, fishing and hunting mark much more primitive
stages in man's sweep of progress than do farming and manufacturing.
He fi ~ hed long before he tilled ; and his meat-eating proclivities antedate by many centuries his domestication of anima ls. History reminds
us, also, that he continued to fish and to hunt long after his wife brgan
to scratch the soil to insure her family a good living. Then, as now,
he often returned home from the hunt with little more than tired feet
and a good appetite. H er home-grown cereals and vegetables inspired
a more settled life on his part, and therein bega n modern agriculture.
Although no longer dependent upon fish and game, man 's intuest in them has never flagged. Give him half a chance and he will
fish or hunt at a moment's notice. He is never more himself than
when whipping a stream or when stalking game. To president and
pauper alike, fishing or hunting marks the great trail back to nature
-the trail along which every man should be permitted to " revert"
a.t least o·nce a year.
Although fishing and hunting characterized a primitive stage in
l!Jap's climb toward civilization, these recreational pursuits lend color
also to th e more advanced stages of his cultural developm ent. This
i~ true particularly in Europe, and more especially _in the British Isles,
where fox hunting, for example, not only has been perpetuated by
the upper classes of society bu t is today a definite and plainl y discernible part of the landscape as well as of national custom. England's
£nduring interest in th e ch ase may lay at the base of her traditiona l
in tegrity.
But in America fishing an d h unting is not a pastime reserved for
th e we~ l thy and more leisurely citizens. Here the mountains, the
forests, the streams and the lakes, wi th few exceptions, have been as
free ly accessible to the poor as to the rich. It has been a true commentary o n the f unda mental dem ocracy of America that the butcher,
the baker, th e ca nd le-st ick maker- the doctor, th e lawyer, the ba n ker ,
the merchan t-the governo r, the blacksmith , and the barefoot boy, all
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of them, have mingled happily in the gratification of their love of the
great out-of-doors. Only in comparatively rare instances have our
"aristocrats" been able to isolate themselves witlrtn the boundaries of
"private grounds."
This relative freedom , enjoyed by fishermen and hunters in
America ever since wild turkey first graced the festive boards of our
Pilgrim forbears, bas not been an unmixed pleasure. Unlimited catches
and record kills by an ever-increasing and fast-spreading population
boded ea rly extinction of the most alluring species of fish and game.
Freedom in this sense bred destruction-a fact whose ultimate recognition in turn bred belated rules and regulations. Real sportsmen now
observe these fish and game laws in the belief that they are designed
as much to protect us against our own foolhardiness as to conserve the
fish and game we covet.
Ungrudging commendation is due those thoughtful. far -seeing,
sports -loving pioneers in fish and game legislation, whose recognition
of the dangerous trends in the freedom once enjoyed , preserved for
coming generations at least a semblance of the sportmen's paradise
which this country must once have been . So also is the public indebted
to those true lovers of sport who , individually and through their various fish and game associations , have devoted unselfishly and voluntarily their time and money ;:o the futherance of fish and game protection.
Had it not been for them, the chances are that the automobile era
would have been marked by fishless streams and birdless bogs, with
specimens of big game to be seen only in museums. Instead of this,
thanks to organized efforts at conservation , fishing and hunting still
offer sufficient promise of reward to make them attractive to steadily
increasing thousands of pleasure-seekers who are able to steer their cars
over good roads into remote corners.
The advent of the automobile may, perhaps, be regarded as
marking the new epoch in fish and game conservation which now distinguishes the latter as falling within the nation's leading industries.
This fact imposes upon conservationists and sportslovers obligations
never before approximated. It is no longer a question merely of preserving fish and game, but of preserving a reasonable supply in the
faa of an overwhelming demand . Here is a· task to challenge every
knight of rod and gun, and only through concerted action can the
task be met effectively.
The problems awaiting solution are duly sensed by those whose
untiring efforts have brought the good work along to where it is today . What is called for now is a more general appreciation of these
(Continued to Page 36)
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Prong. . Horns and Bighorns
By MARK ANDERSON

These two big game species are being discussed here under one
heading not because antelope and mountain sheep are in any way closely related or associated but because both are now scarce and hard
pressed for an existence. The status of these two interesting animals
is at present less hopeful than that of our elk and deer.
It is likely that the mountain sheeep will. even though scarce,
survive much longer than the antelope. The former is a sturdy dweller of the rocks while the latter is a delicate creature of the plains.
Civilization has therefore brought a greater upset to the prong-horned
antelope than to the bighorn sheep. Both, however , happen to be
in about the same predicament in Utah at this time.
Those who have hunted both mountain sheep and antelope will
agree with me that the fleet footed antelope is no match for the
mountain sheep in the matter of eluding the hunter. In addition the
hunter is ordinarily weary by the time he reaches the range of the bigborn , in the pursuit of antelope one may easily avoid any unusual
physical exertion.
ANTELOPE

The prong-horned antelope once abundant on the plains and in
the valleys from the Saskatchewan down into Old Mexico, was a close
associate of the bison and to a certain extent migratory like the bison
but not accustomed to making such long moves from summer to
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winter range.
The antelope is a migratory animal. It is seldom that we find
suitable summer and winter range in one unit. However , it is only
under such conditions that we can hope to bring the antelope back
on th~ open range. The original migratory routes will no longer
serve the antelope since there is now too much interference . Antelope
can no longer be expected to summer in Jackson Hoie (Wyoming )
and winter on the Red Desert as they did in the nineties.
Occasionally, however , we find a situation where antelope can
range the yea r around on a single unit or may be required to migrate
only a sho rt distance from summer to winter range. The Pahsimeroi
area in Idaho is one of the few remaining ranges of this character.
Anoth er rather extensive area of this kind has been discovered in
northw este rn Nevada. Here the National Association of Audubon
Societies and the Boon and Crockett Club are cooperating in an effort
to estab lish a sanctuary where the prong -horn may be perpetuated .
i':.pproximately a thousand antelope are being protected and studied
within this Nevada range. On the San Rafael desert in southeastern
Utah there are still about 300 antelope. Their p rincipal water supply
is obtained from rock hol es or small basins peculiar to the sand rocks
of that region. Here again we find summer and winter range in a
smgle unit. Better predatory animal control in this region would
no doubt bring about an increasz in antelope and also in bighorn
sheep that range further down in the box canyons of the Green and
Colorado River drainages .
It is not likely that the antelope can be restored to as great an
extent as the mule d eer. D eer are not suited to deep snow while under
such conditions the antelope is h elpless and a very easy prey for coyotes that travel rapidly on a slight snow crust where the sharp hoofs of
tbe antelope cut though. The mule deer is able to adapt him self to
a multitud e of varing conditions. The pron g- h orn ed antelope is
<>ssentially a plains animal of distinctly migratory habits and has
already demonstrated an inability to cope with present day conditions.
It will b e possible however , to perpetuate antelope bands here
and there if some special study and protection is given, otherwise it
is probabl e that our antelope will be th e next wild creature to beco mz
extinct. From a naturalistic standpoint the extermination of this
"orchid of the animal kingdom " should be avoided. The pronghorned antelope has no dose relatives on any part of the globe. There
are many kinds of deer and wild sheep but only one animal with
the characteristics of our beautiful American antelope who is the
(Continued to Page 37)
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The Game Management Progran1
BY T. G. TAYLOR

As evidence of further understanding and interest in the natural
resources of this state, the Utah State Agricultural College through its
able administrator President E. G. Peterson, announed that starti ng
the fall of 1932 the first two years of a course in game management
would be offered to interested students.
Due to present conditions of financial stress, it is as yet tmpossible
to offer a full four year course in this field. However, in view of the
wcreasing importance of game management, as evi.denced by the recognition this subject is receiving throughout the nation, this college
appr£ciated the importance of going on record in the manner stated
in consideration of the value of game management to the people of
this state.
The course as ofrered at present consists entirely of basic subjects
leading to further study in this field. The School of Forestry and
Range was se lected as the agency to develop the course of study. Accordingly subjects have been selected, and, provided the necessary
expansion of the work in game mana gment at this institution to a
four year course is impossible two years in the future, students completing work here may pursue their studies at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan or at the New York State College of
Forestry , Syracuse, New York.
In connection with the announcement giving recognition to this
coming field of work, it was thought desirable that the college sponsor
<~ game management meeting at Logan. Accordingly a li st of sub jects
was prepared and speakers solicited resulting in a m ee ting held on the
campus during December second and third , 1932.
Subjects discussed included fishing reso urces , migratory bird retuges and studies thereof, sage grouse and gambel quail, game production on marginal lands, the beaver resource, game management problems of Utah Parks, a discussion of big game and the studies being
made in connection with these animals, the economic value of fish and
game, game legislative needs and, finally, a discussion of rodents and
their damage to forage. There were five sessions, all ably handled
hy Director Will iam Peterson. The evening of December second we
were treated to moving pictures of fish and game in Utah as prepared
by Lee Kay of the State Fish and Game Department.
The papers p resented at the meeting are now being edited and
will be printed and ready for distribution early in the spring of 1933.
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Doctor Stewart's Talk
BY R. C. ANDERSON

•

On October 12, 1932, Dr. George Stewart, Senior Ecologist of
the Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station at Ogden.
gave a lecture before the club on studies initated and carried on by the
Station with reference to the effects of grazing on plant cover on the
winter range .
During the past two years these studies have been made on the
public domain located south and west of the Great Salt Lake. This
area has in the past furnished much excellent winter forage and at
present approximately one million sheep winter there. Due to lack of
grazing control the area has been badly abused and has deteriorated
greatly in value.
Studies in Wah-Wah Valley show that one half of the plants
formerly furnishing good forage are now dead and no sign of seedlings of these species can be found. Studies of annual growth rings
of white sage, winter fat and others show that the youngest plants
now present are those which were established before the period of
overgrazing began approximately thirty years ago. Readings taken
;n Pine Valley about the water holes show that only one-fifth as
much vegetation is found near the water holes as five hundred feet
away and that the same ratio holds for greater distances. These
studies prove beyond doubt that the winter range is in process of depletion and less palatable plants are now dominating the area .
Dr. Stewart also outlined the work done at St. Anthony, Idaho
where an area of sage brush range is being set aside for experimental
purposes. The area is to be burned over after which different divisions
are to be treated to different grazing practices and studies made of the
character of vegetation following the burn in each area.
- - - - U.J . - - - DESERT DUSK
By Dl'CK JULANDER

Poor will-poor willComes the plaintive call
As the dusky shadows
Of evening fall ;
And the turtle dove ,
With its soft throated lay,
Seems to be mourning
The passing day.

A coyotes howl
Splits the evening air;
Comes the muffled scurry
Of frightened hare;
A cowboy sings
As his horse jogs on;
Then night rides west
And the day is gone.
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Ratings of Forest Species for Grazing
Surveys Based on Volume Produced
By A. R. STANDING, Inspector of Grazing, U. S. Forest Service

For many years the Forest Service has made " reconnaissance" or
" graz ing surveys " of the range resource on the Nati onal Fores ts. One
of the principal objects in making th ese surveys is to ascertain the
amount of forage available for livestock. Space will not be taken
to explain the method followed to determine the arriount of forage,
except to state that the amount or percentage of ground covered by
each plant species is estimated and this is multiplied by th e palatability percentage or rating given each species as an esse nti al step in
determining the number of forage acres on a unit of ran ge. Forage
acres are the equivalent of surface acres completely covered b y palatable
vegetation.
The method employed in determining forage acres has not considered height or weight of the vegetation and, therefore, a forage
acre has not signified a uniform volume of forage correspo nding to a
ton of hay . If the plants making up the ground cover on a unit of
range are low growing and do not have much w eight, the forage
acres on that unit will represent less volume of fora ge than those on
a unit of range where the plants grow high and have more weight for
a given amount of ground cover. This lack of uniformit y in forage
acres has increased the difficulty of determining the number of forage
acres needed to feed an animal ; has made them less valuabl e as an
indication of the actual amount of forage on one unit of range as
compared to another, and therefore less useful in planning the management of stock on the range and in making adjustments in range use.
It was with the intention of overcoming this lack of uniformity that
a study was undertaken to determine the relative volume of forage
produced by the different species.
It was planned to measure the volume of forage on a given unit
of area and to assign a volume rating to each species based upon the
amount of forage produced. The volume rating would then be combined with the palatability rating to obtain the " volume-palatability "
rating of each species. This volume-palatibility rating would then be
substituted for the palatability rating as now used in determining the
average palatability of a given type and the number of forage acres. By
this means, volume of forage would be given due consideration in arri-
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vmg at the forage acres whereas only density and palatability have
been considered heretofore. Otherwise the process would be the same
as in the present method.
WORK DONE

During the seasons of 1928, 1929 and 1930 a study was made
of the problem in the Intermountain Region of the Forest Service.
Over two hundred separate studies were made of volume produced by
different plant species, a few to many individual plants being measured, clipped, dried and weighed in each study. From these data 1t
has been possible to give a volume rating to many plant species common on the ranges in the Intermountain Region.
METHOD OF STUDY

Typical plants or clumps of plants were found making a complete ground cover. The number of square inches of ground covered
by each plant or clump was ascertained by measuring the average
diame ter , or the length and breadth , from which the total square inches of ground covered was computed. Usually quite a number of plants
were measured and clipped . Most of the studies were made when the
plants were at or near maturity , and a maximum growth had been
produced. The forage was first weighed green and then air dry, and
th e loss in weight due to drying calculated. The ounces of forage per
t<n quare feet both gree n and air dry were computed and all the plants
compared o n this basis.

ON THE SUMMER RANGE
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For weed species the leaves were straightened up, if necessary,
until they formed about a 30 degree angle with the stem before the
diameters of the plants were measured to obtain square inches of
ground cover. The coarse stems of such weeds as tall groundsel
(Senecio serra), and nigger-bead (Rudbeckia occ1dentalis) were not
weighed, on! y the small stems, ends of the coarse stems, side branches,
leaves and flowers being taken. The coarse stems are not eaten under
proper stocking and so were excluded in the study.
For browse species only the leaves, flowers, fruits, and new
twig growth were considered, and all forage above the height of
ordinary grazing, which is about 54", was excluded.
On grass species, clumps were gathered in from the sides until the
outer stems formed about a 60 degree angle from the ground as it was
determined by numero us measurements that this method gives the
same diameters as measurements of clumps at the point of proper
grazing, which is the standard grazing survey basis for determining
grass density. Then the distance from outside to outside across the
clump was measured to obtain diam eter, and the clump so meas ured
\-Yas considered as forming ten tenths density whether all th e ground
beneath were total! y covered or not.
VOLUME OF BROWSE SPECIES

An interesting, somewhat surprising, and valuable outcome of
r.he study thus far is the knowledge that browse species do not produce as much volume per unit of ground covered in comparison to
other spceies as has been commonly supposed . The ratin gs of browse
species are general! y low .
SITE CLASSIFICATION

At the outset of the study, some sort of site classification was
considered necessary. It was thought there would be enough difference in volume produced by given species in different qualities of
sttes to warrant determining and assigning different ratings to each
species according to sites on which found growing, or to make a
blanket volume rating increase or decrease to compensate for sites
poorer or better than average. Accordingly a number of species were
measured and weighed in what were considered average, poorer than
average, and better than average sites, and comparisons made.
In the site classification a "better than average" site was considered one on which a plant grew higher or more luxuriantly than
usual, due to better soil, increased moisture, or to some other factor
or factors. A "poorer than average" site was considered one on which
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a plant made less than usual height growth. An average site was considered one on which a plant made an ordinary or usual growth.
Of twelve cases studied, only five of the " better than average··
sites produced more green forage as compared to seven on the average
sites, and in only two cases was more air dry forage produced on the
"better than average " sites as compared to ten on the average sites.
Some of the cases of greater production of green weight on the
so-called " average sites" as compared to the " better than average sites"
<:re du e to the taller plants on the "better" sites having less leaf and
stem production on the lower portion, and some of the cases of greater
production of dry weight are due to this fact, together with a greater
shrinkage of the plants from the " better sites" in drying , or to the
Lttter fact alone . It is realized the study to date is not an adequate
basis from which to definitely determine the influence of site on forage production, but it does indicate that site is probably not as important a factor as has been supposed heretofore.
Considering that the so-called " better sites" or "poorer sites" for
any given species are few, small and scattered, that a site that is average
for one species will probably be better or poorer than average for other
species, and that sites better than average usually support high volume
producing species which give the type a high volume rating without
a site classification, it seems unnecessary for all practical purposes to
classify sites in grazing survey work. However. additional study
should be made of this problem .
REGROWTH IN MEADOWS

The regrowth factor in meadows was studied to ascertain if an
increased rating should be given meadow species to account for the
fact that they produce a forage crop repeatedly after being grazed
down . Several typical plots were fenced in meadows to protect them
from grazing. One of the plots was clipped and the yield weighed in
SE:ptember only . *Three were clipped and the yield weighed in early
August and again in September. Three were clipped , and the yield
weighed , in late May , early August and September. It was found
that about the same total amount of forage was harvested from each ,
from which it appears , on the basis of these few plots studied, it is
unn ecessary to account for regrowth in meadows. Admittedly the
above studies are too meagre to be conclusive.
*It was necessary to abandon two other plots that were to be clipped in September
only.
(Continued to Page 40)
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Wintering Sheep on U tah's West
Desert
BY C. P. STARR, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station

To the traveller the desert is a monotonous waste subject to excessive heat, scant precipitation and sweeping winds. With these
vagaries of desert climate no one is better familiar than the western
s~ttler whose experience has fortified him against the treacherousness
and tragedy of desert life. With the coming of snowfall as if by
l:abit he guides his flocks to harvest a meager ration of gray scrub, and
with average conditions and wise management this seeming desert
waste may provide a half-year's forage for sheep or cattle.
The
writer's admiration for the stockman and interest in his m ethods have
grown apace during several months spent with sheep in western Jaub
County on Utah 's " West Desert. "
The winter bands are formed at some convenient place eit her on
fall or winter range . In large outfits w ea k sheep, termed "scads," are
banded together irrespective of wool grades, and are given whatever advantages may be available by way of better forage , watering places or
supplemental feed. The stronger sheep are sorted on th e basis of wool
grades with the tight-wools (Rambouillet or close grades) in one
band and the loose -wools (Cotswold or loose grades) in another.
When breeding season arrives, the tight -wools are bred to loose-wool
rams and vica versa- this with the objective of producin g a desired
grade of fleece which is of fairly fine wool and fairly long staple.
The winter band usually numbers about 2400 to 2500 ewes,
which is a convenient unit to handle on winter range, However, it
may reach 3000 head. Too large a herd necessitates too much travel
to obtain the desired daily forage and is harder on both sheep and
range . If supplemental feed is being used , a smaller h erd of from
1600 to 2000 head is more easily handled.
Ordinarily two men are placed with each herd , and the camp
wagon is designed for two. The herder is in charge of th e outfit and
spends his time exclusively with the sheep. The "camp jack's" duties
2re numerous and include cooking, hauling supplies, obtaining water
and fuel, moving camp, scouting for feed , tending horses, and general
repamng.
The herding is done on horseback, and the sheep maintain better
condition if herded in open or scattered formation. Dogs are essential,
but should be used sparingly and largely to keep the sheep from be-
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coming too difficult to handle otherwise. Two or three dogs are preferred, and only one works at a time. The better herder turns the
sheep himself and saves his dog for emergencies.
During exteremely cold days the sheep move around but little
and travel only as far as they are forced to go to obtain forage and
snow. In mid-winter the herd leaves the bedground shortly after sunrise, and are guided in the direction tlesired by the herder. They are
allowed to drift away from camp until about noon, when they are
turned back to graze toward camp.
The bedground is located so as to provide protection on the north
and west since most of the cold winds and blizzards come from these
directions. A bedground is used as long as the forage holds out.
Breaking new bedgrounds during extremely cold weather is hard on
the sheep and should be avoided if possible.
In w inter the sheep prefer the hills or other broken topography
which afford some protection from cold and wind. Temperatures
and winds are more severe on open flats and valley bottoms. In spring
the condition is reversed and the sheep willingly seek the valley bottoms . After the snow leaves, the sheep ordinarily must travel much
farth er to o btain feed and ge t back to water holes , which results in
seri ous loss of weight of the animals .
On the West Desert the large part of the forage is browse; grasses
are seco ndar y and weeds are unimportant. Major browse species are
shadscale (Atriplex confertifolia) , curly sage (A rtemisia nova),
brown sage (Kochia vestita), Brigham tea (Ephedra neva denis ). blue
sage (Artemisia tridentata ), and yellowbrush ( Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus ). Of lesser importance are white sage (E urotia lanata),
sJit sage (A triplex nuttalli ), juniper (Juniperus utahensis ), fourwing sa ltbrush (Atripl ex can escens ), tall rabbitbrush (C hrysothamnus nauseosus). and matchbruh (Gutierrezia sarothrae). White
sage is of major importance in certain localities where it is abundant.
Bud sage (A rtemisia spinescens) and greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus ) furnish considerable green feed in the spring ; greasewood,
however , poisons sheep if taken in too large amounts.
Of several grasses that occur, only two are important : curly grass
'Hilaria jamesii) and rice grass ( Oryzopsis hymenoides ) . Species
found in smaller amount are dropseed gra\Ss (Sporobolus airoides),
downy brome (Bromus tectorum ) .fescue grass (F estuca spp.), three;,wn grass (Aristida fendleriana) , and needle grass ( Stipa comata).
Weed species that deserve mention are Russian thistle (Salsola
(Continued to Page 41}
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TO A MOUNTAIN LAKE
By FLOYD LARSON

If it's pure delight I want, I take
Myself to a quiet mountain lake,
Tucked away in a hidden spot,
Secluded, rare, that the world knows not,
Where the cottony willows sway.
I sit beneath an aspen tree
And let my thoughts go fancy -free ,
Whil e soo thin gly within I feel
The da y's dull cares depa rt and steal
Into the far -away.
I idly watch the wild duck 's fli ght.
I see the sp lash as they alight
Out in the shadow' s somber blue.
I li ke to hear the pine trees sough
Th e melodies I know.
And my heart is free -no pain , no lust,
And the tranquil waters lie there just
Like a wistful thought, like a dream beguiled,
Like the blissful rest of a sleeping child,
When the evening sun is low.
The shore-line rushes greet my ear
With a swishing sound that is sweet to hear.
And my eye is held by the lake 's deep blue,
A willing prisioner 'tis true ,
Like Narcissus, loath to be free.
I gaze into the depths and see
The image, nay, the Soul of me!
For "a lake is nature's eye" it seems,
It measures my inmost thoughts, my dreams,
As if 'twere a diety!
And I sit beneath the aspen tree,
And my wandering thoughts return to me
With a subtle, grand solemnity,
And I take my leave once more.
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The Utah Juniper
BY

J.

WHITNEY FLOYD

The mammoth Utah Juniper first came to my attention during
the spring of 1931 when I was led through curiosity to visit this unusual tree of which many famous stories had been told. Naturally I
approached the scene of its habitat with many forebodings, fearing
that my expectations might be severely jarred and that the tree would
not impress me so vividly as it had others.
Upon approaching the territory immediately surrounding the
great Juniper , I was astonished to find that the topography for a radius
of about two miles was surprisingly similar, being extremely rugged
ar.d choppy, also that this particular section was free from the smooth
1.urfaced hills of the neighboring landscape. I was also attracted by
the peculiar formation of the earth at the base of the tree. At a distance it appeared exactly as the meniscus formed when a rod is pulled
from a vessel of water.
These two unusual features together with the gigantic and rugged form of the Juniper itself caused me some concern and I decided
that at my first convenience I would make a more thorough study of
this natural phenomenon.
An opportunity came in July of the same year when I was detailed by a special commission of the United States Geological Survey
to study the strata formation of these same hills. My instructions
were few, and I was given the privilege to begin my study where I
chose so naturally went directly to the vicinity of the Great Juniper .
Its large overhanging branches looked inviting, and I immediately
~et camp under their shelter. In driving the tent stakes I was surprised
to find the earth soft and entirely composed of organic matter for a
short distance from the tree trunk in contrast to the rocky mineral soil
just outside of this circle so formed. Being curious I dug my spade
into the ground and discovered that as far as it could be driven the
same powdery soil persisted. This led me to unsurface the entire
area beneath the tree and in so doing I found that this condition exi~ted only a small distance from the tree, approximately three feet from
the main bole.
The following morning I determined that my first study would
be made at this unusual spot and in company with my companion
we began digging. We followed this vein of decayed organic matter
(Continued to Page 35)
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Future Trend of Fire Control
By C. N. WOODS,
Assistant Regional Forester, In charge of the Branch of Operation, R-4.

In considering what premium we are justified in paying to protect the National Forests and similar areas from fire, not only timber
but all other values must be weighed. Even brush and herbaceous
vegetation are of much importance in minimizing erosion on the
slopes. The intrinsic value of timber means much, but trees have
other values : as in watershed protection, in the production of fish and
game and for recreation.
Looking into the future, it is believed the trend will properly be
toward better protection of the forests from fire. There are too many
and too great destructible values involved to justify any other conclusion, and these values as a whole, it is believed, will increase. The
value of forests for fish and game production, for recreation and for
watersheds, can be expected to greatly increase as population increases,
as work days and weeks are shortened, and as forests become more
accessible.
How can we best get adequate protection? The science and art
of fire control is still young. It cannot be expected that the last word
has been said. Will light burning, whether intentional or by merely
all"owing Nature to take her course, be of help ? Advocates of light
burning hold that frequent burning of the forests will keep the hazard
<i.own by preventing any great accumulation of inflammable material,
and thus, they say, the chances of disastrous fires will be minimized.
The theory seems to contemplate that frequent burning will not
great! y injure the trees.
It is not our experience that light burning in green timber i10
practicable. When the inflammability is sufficiently high so that fires
v, il! burn through green timber, they will , with little exception, do
cr.nsiderable damage to the trees and watershed . The light burning
theory must presuppose that a forest will eventually burn and that the
damage done by frequent fires will aggregate less than the damage
done by a fire occuring after a much longer lapse of time.
There is no assurance that light burning, with its damage to
green timber , will not result in more debris and inflammable material
and hotter fires· than would be the case with fires of much less frequency: nor is it admitted that feasible protection cannot prevent the
occurence of many disastrous fires. Certainly, · for considerable areas
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and for the period necessary to grow and harvest a crop of timber, we
should be able to preven t the burning of any large per cent of the
stand. If we can protect our timber until we are ready to cut it th en
no great amount of debris will accumulate. Protection, cutting, decay
and the formation of soil can be made to keep debris to a limited quantity. Big accumulations of debris over large areas are mostly due to fire,
insect infestation, and failure to properly clean up areas after cutting.
It is therefore not believed that the application of the theory of light
burnin g in green timber will play any important part in future fire
control.
Speed is essential in successful fire control; first , the discovery and
getting to a fire; and second , the suppression of the fire by clearing,
trenching, etc.
Much work is now being done by engineers in visibility surveys
and studies to determine the best lookout points and the best p lacement of protection guards. A larger percentage of fire guards will be
!JUt at stations on peaks or elsewhere where tbey can be of service m
cFscovering fires, in addition to chasing smoke once a fire is discovered .
The future will see improvement in the reduction of discovery time.
With regard to travel time to fires , the future will see more and
better roads and trails. More use of autos will be made. But the
greatest change, it is predicted , will be in the use of airplanes in transporting men , tools, equipment and provisions to fires and in making
reco nna issance of going fires of large size. Landing fields are being
developed on the National Forests in different Regions . Region 4 is
developin g six landing fields the present year. At most of even the
smaller towns near the R-4 Forests, landing fi elds are being prepared.
Tri -motored planes capable of carrying 12 passengers or 2500 pounds
of freight are now available. Within a decade there should be but l
sma ll acreage of the R -4 forests that ca nnot be reached by fire fighters
on foot in 8 hours from a landin g field or auto road. Fires, with little
exception , wi ll be controll ed not later than noon of the day following
their discovery . This is a present standard we are now trying to
realize.
Everything else leads up to the prevention of fires or to their
suppression where prevention has not been one hundred per cent successful. As far as we can see, we cannot prevent lightning, and until
we can we will have lightning fires in our forests . There seems to be
no good reason , however , why we cannot make a great reduction in
the number of man-caused fires . It is predicted we will make a big
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reduction in the number of such fires within the next decade . This
will have to result largely from edu: ation since most of these fires are
due to carelessness and lack of knowledge of the degree of inflammability of the fuels. Those who cannot be educated will have to feel
the weight of the Jaw . In case good success is not had by so reducing
the number of man-caused fir es we will have to resort oftener to closmg areas to travelers during the periods of high fire hazard . The extent to which the public should use th e forests during such periods will
depend on the amount of use they are wil iing to make of them without burning them up .
The future will see a speeding up of clearing fire line. trenching
and getting the fire under control. Much improvement will be made
in equipment for clearing fire line. There is now on th e market a

Forest Watershed Protected from Fire.

cross-cut saw to which is directly attached a gasoline motor. The
weight of saw and motor is approximately 80 pounds . A toothed
chain or band is driven around a blade . Two men carry and handle
the saw which can be used to fell trees or saw through logs on the
ground or which are elevated several feet above the ground . Two
men with this power saw can do the work of several crews using ordinary cross-cut saws run by man-power. There is plenty of chance for
further development of power equipment to clear fire lines and for use
in mop-up work.
Until recently trenching in the suppression of fires was done
almost entirely by hand . Many plow units are now available. So
far the power has been furnished by horses. It is predicted that im-
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provement will be made in these units for trenching around fires. Th.!
development of a better tool than the present plow is predicted. It is
quite probable that other than horse power will be used for drawing
trenching tools.
Gasoline pumps are being used to a considerable extent in fire
suppression work and there is opportunity for their improvement.
As light a pump and hose must be built as will deliver a fair amount
cf water and can be operated without too much trouble and loss of
time in maintenance.
A new back-firing pressure torch has just come out which seems
cunsiderably superior to any of the old pressure torches. It uses
hquid petroleum, lights readily without previous heating, and throws
a very hot flame. Until something better is invented this torch will
be used extensively in back-firing and will supplant all pevious types
of pressure torches.
Lights for nightwork are not entirely satisfactory. Gas lantern~
give good light and for camp use where they can be kept in one place
are satisfactory. For travel on foot or by horseback , or for work on
the fire line, they are not satisfactory because they must be carried in
the hand and when working on the fire line they must be frequently
moved from place to place and one must often work in his shadow.
Electric lights that can be fastened to one's hat are not reliable.
The light of the future for night work on the fire line and traveling
on foot or horseback will probably be an electric light worn on the
head. A satisfactory electric light for fire-fighters should soon be
developed .
In periods of emergency extra fire guards will be employed. It
will be expensive to build and maintain telephone lines to points
where we may need a guard but once in two to five years. We hav.?
road and other improvement crews on the forests most every year and
desire to communicate with them from time to time , and in case of
fire it is esse ntial that we have prompt communication. Sometimes
they are mil es from our regular telephone lines. It requires a lot of
expense in different cases to keep them connected with even cheap
emergency lines. On big fires especially it is important to have prompt
communication between the Supervisor's office and the men on the
fire , or between camps on the fire . In such cases wireless telephony
or radio will be used. A. number of instuments are already being
tried out on forests of several Regions . The smaller instruments weigh
but ten pounds complete, including batteries and a rials ; the larger ones
40 or 50 pounds complete. Over the larger instruments one can both
(Continued to Page 44)
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Recreational Developement in
Logan Canyon, Utah
BY WILFORD L. HANSEN

The vast amount of land under forest service administration contains many areas of beauty and interest comparable to the National
Parks, but because of small size and scattered location their admintration by the Park Service is impracticable. Therefore, the forest
service manages these areas as part of the national forest lands.
This responsibility has been recognized and provided for as is
shown by the following quotation from the lands sectio n of the National Forest Manual. " Major timber , grazing or water values should
not be sacrificed for minor recreational values. On the other hand.
major recreational values should never be sacrificed for minor timber,
grazing or water values." A definite line to determi ne priority of use
is not always easily drawn, therefore, each conflicting case must be
judged on its own merits.
The relationship of recreational uses of forest land to the administrative force is well stated by Meinecke who says. "Where formerly the tourist business was but a negligible item easily taken ca re of,
it now presents one of the bi ggest and most difficult problems of adJUStment to changing conditions. The liberality with which the
public has been invited to make itself at home in the national parks
and forests has borne far heavier fruit than could have been expected .
This growth once started cannot be stopped. The touri st business
will continue to increase and must be provided for." The following
figures show the phenomenal increase that has occcured on the national
forests. Information in regard to Logan Canyon is added since this
area is discussed later.
VISITORS TO

VISITORS TO

NATIONAL FORESTS
LOGAN CANYON
YEAR
1922
6, 172.942
17.000
1931
32,228,613
144,210
It ts not unreasonable to believe that the number of outdoor
recreationalists will continue to increase as our standards of living
provide the working man with more leisure time and better and cheaper travelling facilities.
The policy of the greatest good to the greatest number has compelled the forest service to construct improvements to satisfy this new
demand , but this construction program has not kept abreast of the
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White Pine Lake- A Beauty Spot on the Cac he National Forest
demand and on many of th e forests it has been only in the most recent
years that the offiicials have realized that this new " use" needed atten tion and study. The extent to which recreational developments are
justified in Logan Can yon will be determined by the following:
1. The public demand for recreational use of the area, and the
possibilities of its continuous use for this purpose.
2. The possible conflicts between recreation and other uses .
3. The availability of funds with which to construct and maintain improvements for recreation.
The fact that the number of visitors has increased from 17,000
in 1922 to 144,210 in 1931 is proof that the public is demanding
the use of this canyon for recreational purposes. A state highway
(Continued to Page 15)
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It Pays to be a Cub
BY R. C. ANDERSON

Tales that a h uge stock ki ll ing grizzly had invaded the range
and was at work on the cattle and sheep about Red Spot Mountain
had drifted into the Green Basin Ranger Station, and as Chase Barnes
finished throwing the diamond hitch on a month's supply of provisions he was contemplating the comfort which a fine skin would add
to the cold winter months. Already he could feel his bare feet sinking
into the soft, cozy warmth of the rug as he climbed out of bed in the
morning with the temperature ranging below zero. Even if he were
not lucky enough to get the mother, one of her cubs would not be so
bad . As he mused these thoughts over in his mind he wondered if
his boss would have any objections to a little bear hunt to relieve the
monotony of his many administrative duties. Anyway he had to go
over on the Red Mountain Division and see how things were going,
and he might as well take his gun along. So throwing an extra box
of shells into his canteena, he. sw.ung onto Old Blue and headed up
the trail.
As Chase left the station , the sun was just creeping over the hills,
giving promise of a hot day. There was a long ride ahead and, thinking of the restful bed he was leaving behind, he was reluctant to go
for the next two nights would be spent on the hard ground with an
c:ar tuned to his horse bell and a midnight wrangle if feed were scarce.
It would most likely be scarce, for after years of overgrazing a scant
weed cover was all that the red sandstone soil would support.
It turned out to be a beautiful day in the hills with the crickets
singing along the trail and a warm breeze rustling the dry leaves. As
they neared the mouth of Rock Creek the horses pricked up their ears
and walked a bit faster for they knew that a good drink was to be had
before beginning the long ascent to the top of the divide . A great
disappointment was in store for them, however, for this year the
stream did not reach the mouth of the canyon, and the rocks in the
creek bed looked sizzingly hot. "Wish I could give you some of this,
old feller ," mused Chase as he took a long drink from his canteen.
They passed on up the winding trail now and then disturbing a
grouse from his sun bath. When the first trickle of water was finally
zeached the horses eagerly muzzled up and down the tiny stream in an
effort to quench their thirst. "Come on, boys," said Chase, " it's
not far to the spring, then we'll have dinner. Anyway that water is
too dirty for respectable horses to drink."
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Soon afterward they rounded a little point in the now steep canyon and saw the source of Rock Creek, a quiet spring whose waters
bubbled from the rocks and passed into a grove of fir below . It was
noon and several head of cattle were shading up, la:z.ily chewing their
cuds and swatting an occasional fly which dared to come within reach.
of their ever moving tails. Being accustomed to men on horseback
they barely moved when Chase rode up to the spring. Throwing oft-'
the packs he took the horses a short way up the canyon to a grassy
meadow and short-hobbled one to be sure of a mount , then proceeded
to produce the makings of a first class lunch from his pack bags.
As he settled back to rest and enjoy his thermos full of hot coffee
he noticed an old roan cow below him get up and move nearer to her
calf. She was nervous and seemed to sense that everything was not
just right. As if in answer to his question ·'What is the matter ?" :1
brown object came half rolling down the side-hill into the herd. With
a loud bawl the old cow swung around to face the intruder while her
calf and the other cattle scattered into the clearing up the hill. The
cub, for that is what it was, had but one desire, to quench his thirst.
;o entirely ignoring the cow he ambled over to the stream and began
to lap up the cool water.
Not being uprepared, Chase drew out his rifle and as leisurely
as possible walked down the opposite side of the draw to where the
young bruin was busily engaged. Standing broadside with his head
down, the cub did not see Chase raise his rifle and take a bead on a
spot just over his heart. A sixth sense, however, warned him, and
he raised his head with a half-questioning look on his face , sniffed
the man smell on the air then turned on his haunches and fled , never
once looking back to see what was happening.
Chase slowly lowered his rifle and as he sauntered back to his
interrupted lunch said to himself, "I wish it had been your old lady,
feller, but you're to young and cute to adorn anyone's parlor."
- - - - U . J.- - - INTELLIGENT QUESTION NO. 1
After two days on the Mathless Creek fire , a negro approached
Swede Nelson and Bill Spargo, who were back firing , and asked,
"Say, Boss, when is we agoin' home?"
"When we get this fire out," said Swede.
"Well," he said, "How is we ever goin ' to get this fire out when ·
you all just keep buildin' 'em?"
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EDITORIAL
Looking Ahead
Andy's "repression" is no longer a joke to most of us; it has
-donned the robes of stark reality. The general slump in which th~::
whole world has been caught has dealt us a telling blow which has
left us temporarily dazed and undecided as to what may be in store
for us . But, let's look ahead to see the coming developments that call
to us just over the horizon.
What promise does the future hold forth? Assuredly develop ments in the past have been well worth while but the job is by no
means completed . There are millions of acres of land yet to be placed
under forestry practice and comparable acreages crying for an application of the fundamental principles of range management. Around
us we see numerous areas in need of protection from erosion, that
'C!estroyer of land fertility. Game management principles have had
their inception but what about their application to our vast areas of
forest and range land ?
In times like these , the need for stock taking and revision of past
objectives is brought forcibly to our attention . Our work lies in the
future whereas too often we allow present objectives to be our sole
concern. Let us then revise our viewpoint, see the work yet to be
.accomplished and prepare ourselves to take advantage of the opportunities that will come. It's up to us to keep "looking ahead."
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The Utah Fares ters
By CLARENCE S. THORNOCK. President

As the curtain falls on the year 19 3 2-3 3, the Utah Foresters are
looking back upon a most successful year. Characterized by the largest
and most active group of young men ever assembled at Utah State a~
future timber and grazing administrators, the club has "carried on"
in an admirable way.
Undaunted by a deficiency in funds, an extensive program of
activities has been followed that proved well worth while to everyone
part1c1pating. The calendar of the year included such events as the
Barbecue and the Annual Banquet and Dance in the fall, the Annual
Ball crowning the winter quarter and the Canyon Party which
proved to be the outstanding event in the spring.
In other than the above program, the Utah Foresters were well
represented in school functions, garnering many well-earned rewards
and recognitions from their participation in the Intramural Sports.
Horticulture Show, Winter Carnival and A-Day Activities.
The two-day Fish and Game meeting, held on the Aggie Campus
this year, proved to be of exceptional interest and value to the student
body as a whole but particularly to the Utah Foresters . Many pertinent phases of the subject were discussed by leading men in these
fields. The club feels highly honored by the cooperation given them
by the officials of the Fish and Game Department, the Cache and
Regional Forest Offices and other men of this region more or less
connected with our line of study. We feel that the instructions and
inspiration received from them is invaluable and desire to express our
appreciation.
Meetings have been held at two week intervals throughout the
year, at which business of the club has been attended to and at several
of these gatherings leading men in the profession have given instructional lectures on different forestry and range subjects. Following
such meetings refreshments have been the general rule and the fellows
have gone home feeling well repaid for attending.
At this time we wish to express our appreciation to the Utah
State Agricultural College, of which we are a part, for the moral support given us. To future clubs of Utah Foresters we extend our
wishes of unlimited success and happiness.

----U.J.---Frank: "My motto is, Think before you speak."
Bill: "You must find it very difficult to carry on a conversation."

Knee li ng, left to rig ht: "Dee" R edd . M ark Jones. ''Russ" Bean. Basil Crane. Mark Shipley. Wayne Allen. "Jack'' Crowl. "Chuck" Yeates.
" Louie" Clark. Carl Ericksson. First Row : "Ron" Brough. "Dane" Andersen, "Soapy" Anderson, "Gray" Robin~n. Elmo Brough, Walt" Astle.
"Ole" O lson. " M ilt" Sill. "Lee" Carlson. " }e1. y" We1.ters. John Reese. Clarence Thornock.
Second Row. '"Bill' Smith,
Bill" Athay, "Walt"
H anson. " Joe" Couch, ''Andy" McConkic , Dennis Hov ey. " Milt " Wright. Frank Fonnesbcck. Paul Dunn. Dean Tuft. "Don" Wadsworth . Last Row:

" M on t" Rhower, Cleve Norris, "Gundy" Gunderson . Rich Fmlinson. "Wh it " Floyd. Floyd Allen , Bert Tucker, " Wally " Johnson, George Piranian,
Ray Becraft. "Zack" Taylor. Ferris McDcrmatd, " joe " Ga:, "Bun" McAtl1~tcr. tar! Jeppson, L eo M ollmet.
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THE NEW CLUB SONG
The Utah Foresters are indebted to Floyd Larson for the words.
:J nd music of the Foresters ' Song and take this opportunity of expres-sing our appreCiatiOn . Floyd is at present teaching in Joseph City,.
Arizona . The Song follows :
THE ROLLICKING RANGERS
BY FLOYD LARSON

We' re the rollicking rangers ; we laugh at all dangers;
We tackle hard jobs with a zest.
We ' re bold and we're bully ; we 're wild and we're wooly;
We can go seven days without rest .
We ' re a hell of a bunch, but we have a good hunch,
We could wear down a raging wild boar.
So throw out your chest and bellow your best
And join in the chorus once more.
Chorus:
Rollicking rangers, hep , hep , hep.
You ' 11 have to acknowledge that Utab State College
Has one bunch of boys who have pep,
For the old forest green will ever be seen
Where laughter and frolic hold sway.
We' re the rollicking rangers, come friends and come strangers.
And sing all your troubles away .
- -- -U .J .- - - ANNUAL FORESTERS' PARTY
BY GRA YOON ROBINSON

The Foresters' tradition of the annual party was upheld in a
grand way this year. Everyone seemed right at home in overalls or
aprons, and there was not a Forester who did not have his best time
of the year.
There were only two congested areas on the floor . One was in
the harness shed (I never could find out just what went on in there).
and the other was the " Bar. " There w as no doubt in anyone' s mind
about what was going on there. It was one of those free -for -all, serve
yourself kind . There w ere plenty of cups but only four jugs which
were not enough to go around . Since we all like to ge t ours straight
form the jug the recommenda tion fo r our nex t party is that w e have
more j ugs.
During intermission we all ga th ered around in the sh ade of the
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old corral fence while .Boyd Pulley told us bed time stories about the
boy who cried Volf! Volf! and the baby that was full of prune juice.
It was real fun with shaded lights, good music, and was the kind
-of party one will long remember.
----U.J.---FORESTERS' ANNUAL BARBECUE
BY RUSSEL BEAN

Once again the members of the Utah Foresters' Club and all
students registered in the Forestry and Range Department turned out
en masse for the annual barbecue. The event was held at the Boy
Scout camp in Logan Canyon on Saturday, October 22 , 1932.
As usual the freshman far outnumbered the other classes while
the seniors barely had enough to participate, however, numbers were
JlOt the deciding factor. Upon the arrival of the truck at the scene
of battle, all heads turned toward the kitchen door from which appetizing odors were issuing. These were proof that the day would be
well spent as was promised by the committee in charge. Competition
between the various classes in the events which followed began im mediately and proved to be very keen .
The events and their winners were as follows : 50 yard dash,
freshmen ; wood chopping contest, juniors ; 100 yard dash , freshmen ·
<One man bucking, seniors ; obstacle race, juniors; two man bucking,
seniors ; three legged race, sophomores ; tree climbing, seniors ; sack
race, sophomores; running broad jump. sophomores ; and the final
•event, the tug of war , was won by the sophomores who defeated both
the freshman and junior team .
The final score was ; seniors 28, sophomores 28 , juniors 24, and
the freshmen 19. Judges and timers of events as well as scorekeepers
were Paul Dunn , T. G. Taylor, and J. W . Ault , Jr.
At the sound of the dinn er gong a concerted rush was made for
the bread line. To finish off the meal a bushel of apples was placed
1n the center of the floor and everyone helped himself. Clark " Soapy"
Anderson started a real old bull session in which many participated
with keen competition. The meeting was completed with a speech of
welcome to the freshmen by President Clarence Thornock.
- - - - U . J.- - - WHERE 'D SHE GET IT?
" Hey!" cried Satan to the new arrival , " you act as though you
•owned this dump."
" I do. My wife gave it to me."
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Utah Foresters Banquet
By

J.

WHITNEY FLOYD

The fifth annual banquet of the Utah Foresters, held at the
Hotel Eccles the evening of December third, stands out as one of the
supreme events of the Foresters' year and was a fitting climax to the
Fish and Game Convention held the previous two days. Eighty-three
men attended including Forest officials from Region 4, U. S. Biological Survey officials, State fish and Game officers, members of the University of Idaho Southern Branch Foresters' club, faculty mzmbers
of the College, Alumni and st udents of th2 School of Forestry.
The hall was appropriately decorated with evergreens and wild
l1fe mountings which gave the proper atmosphere for a fish and game
convention and added much to the impressiveness of the affair.
President Thornock, of the club introduced the Toastmaster
and gave the signal for silverware manipulation, after which "Hot
1-hot" Clark Anderson took the controls and led the crowd through
a successful and entertaining two hour encounter.
The program consisted of a Cornet solo, " Trees," played by
Clyde Smith; harmonica duet, "Chuck" Michaels and " Gray " Robinson; reading, Don Wadsworth and a personal letter interpretation by
Bill "Dane" Anderson. The Foresters' quartette composed of Clean
\Vhitlock , Clarence Thornock , Antone Winkle and Whitney Floyd
sang the new Foresters' song, "The Rollicking Rangers," words and
music by Floyd Larson. They were accompanied by Miss Birtie
Evans.
Regional Forester, R. H. Rutledge was the principal speaker of
the evening; his subject being, " The Future of Fish and Game in the
Forest Service." Mr. Rutledge stated that there is a good field in
Fish and Game for a limited number of men. Supervisor Carl B.
Arenston of the Ca·che National Forest spoke of "The Importance
of Fish and Game on the Cache."
After the dinner and program the participants sought the city's.
fair maidens and dancing was enjoyed until midnight.
----U.J.---Mike : " Photographers never do me justice."
Clark: "You don't want justice-you want mercy."
----U.J.---She : "If you try to kiss me, I shall scream."
Frank : "Not with all these people about, surely?"
She: "Well. let 's find a quieter spot then!"
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D epartment Alumni
Since the Department of Forestry and Range was organized m
:1927, three classes have been graduated .
CLASS OF 1930

Adelbert Fausett, assistant forest ranger, Skyforest, California.
'Del" located in California short! y after graduation and has been there
smce. His present work is mainly recreational in character having to
.·do with a part of that great California playground, the San Bernardino National Forest. The Fausetts have a baby girl.
J. DeJoy Hansen , junior range examiner, Ogden, Utah . " Dee"
has spent the greater part of his time since graduation on range reconnaissance work on the Powell. This winter he is located at the offices
of the Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station. We were
glad to have him present at the annual banquet last December. The
Hansens also have a new arrival named Marlene.
CLASS OF 1931

V . I. Bentley, graduate student, Division of Forestry, University
·<lf California, Berkeley, California. "Val" is continuing his graduate

work. Although we have not heard from him directly of late, we
bear fine reports of his work.
E. P. Cliff, assistant forest ranger , W enatch ee National Forest,
Leavenworth, Washington. "Ed" was in Logan durin g the Christmas vacation and told us about his work which includes all phases of
Forest Service activities. He is enjoying it to the fullest extent.
Wilford L. Hansen , graduate student, Department of Forest Recreation, New York State College of Forestry, Syracuse, N . Y. "Slim"
is having a big time working on his thesis " A Recreation Plan for
l .ogan Canyon" and travelling arol,lnd the State of New York and
neighboring states looking over the various park set-ups.
Courtland P. Starr, assistant on the " Winter Range Project,"
Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, Logan, Utah. "Twink" was
c1t the Great Basin Experiment Station for a part of last summer and
is now spending his second winter at Troutcreek, Utah, making range
·studies.
Marriner Swenson , graduate student, Division of Forestry, University of California, Berkeley, California. We had a pleasant visit
from Marriner this last fall. He worked on the Wasatch last summer
.and is now completing his studies in California.
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CLASS OF 1932

Owen Despain, Venice, Utah. Owen spent the greater part of
last summer on insect control work on the Cache and Wyoming National Forests. H e is now recuperating at Venice and will be ready to
·' hit the ball" next spring.
Dean Earl, Nickerson , Kansas. Dean spent part of last summer
on the Wasatch on bug control work and the remainder on the Kaibab
on game studies, telephone maintenance, etc. Dean expects to return
to the Kaibab next summer.
James Jacobs, Mt. Pleasant, Utah. " Jimmie" had his old job.
on the Lemhi last summer and among other numerous activities did
furth er work on larkspur studies. We were glad to have a visit from
him this fall. He also expects to return to the Lemhi next summer.
Odell Julander , junior range examiner, Kanab , Utah. " Dick"
is continuing his game studies on the Kaibab and finding out many
new things about deer. We were glad to have him present at the
Fish and Game Meeting and the Foresters' Banquet last fall.
Alvin Steed, graduate student , School of Forestry , Harvard University . " Mike" has been spending the greater part of his time in the
wilds of Massachusettes at Petersham working on his problem which ·
is concerned with reproduction of white pine on light soils unde::group selection cuttings. His report of a trip to New York has a real
kick.
Dale Schott, Ogden , Utah . " Shaler" is now a benedict having .
married Miss Miriam M . Hyde of Ogden last summer. Congratulations Shaler and a long and happily married life to you both. Dale
worked on the Monte Christo road last summer until driven out by
the snow.
----U.J.---Weiser, Idaho
Mr. Professor
Utah State Agricultural College
Logan , Utah
Dear Sir
AS I am rather Surprised you ordering so Seed and then late mg
waght for M ants befor you Pay f.ar at So please sand my payments
d 2.50 at once also the Pos tag-e for this Latter and also for seed as the
seed was about 4 Oz. to hauey or OtJ::r 1 lb . as I culd not gass the
atulay amount hear on Ranch So please sand me the Monay at once
as it u)li ll be the Last time you will gate Seed wit out the Cas h wit
order.
Yours truly
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THE UTAH JUNIPER
(Continued from Page 18)
into the earth and found that the cylinder remained the same size,
but the soil become more compact and at last began to show vertical
veins. On the fourth day at about a depth of eighty feet we struck
our spades into a hard metal which we found to be a band of iron
fully two feet wide and about six inches thick entirely surrounding
rhe cylindrical shaft. After digging around the band we found that
it connected to another shaft of iron which led us off at right angles
to the large vertical shaft which we had just opened. In following
this new vein to its end we discovered that it formed an arch curving
·downward with a radius of about six and one-half feet and ending
a!Jruptly in a recurved point. We then returned to the base of the
main shaft and followed it vertical_ly for another two feet where we
.f>truck iron again surrounding the shaft and gradually pinching off
giving us nothing but an inverted cone of solid iron. All this was
pr.zzling and unanswerable so we were forced to leave the digging
without arriving at the solution of the perplexing circumstances.
On December the 25th of the same year while making a study
·of soil formation and deposits due to glacial action, I chanced upon "
ti!xt depicting in vivid detail the great calamity and destruction caused
to city and rural communities by the last great ice flow which came
down from the north and covered the greater portion of North Amer.tca. In it the author gave a brief account of one, Paul Bunyan, who
had been logging east of the small hamlet known as Logan and had
tremedous amounts of Mahogany (Certainitis ledusformost ) logs
piled at this point ready for transportation to the Pacific coast where
they were to be rafted to China and used as a source of iumber for the
construction of mortar frames in the erection of a huge wall around
ii:}Jat Province.
When Paul received word of the flow he was in Texas looking
over the Long-horn range for a mate to " Babe" the big blue ox. He
ll'ushed to his holdings and immediately began moving his logs to the
coast with " Babe " working single. The Jogs lay in the direct path
of the flow and already water had begun to seep through ahead of the
ice and by the time Paul had removed his first 10 ,000 ,000 logs the
territory surrounding the skidways had become extremely boggy . The
:account further stated that he was successful in removing his logs but
that some difficulty was encountered in digging the last few pieces
from the accumulated mire.
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This story gave me a hint, and I rushed back to Utah and the·
vicinity of the Great Juniper. The scene of my digging had not
changed but the walls of the excavation had dried sufficiently to be
more easily studied. When I entered the shaft h~ading around the
1ron arch, the soil particles, having dried and crumbled , had fallen
from the metal exposing two large letters stamped in the iron , these
letters being "P. B. " Now upon making a brief sketch of the shaft
and iron veins encountered , a figure similar to a canr hook was outlined .
This was still p erplexing until I asked myself a few questions:
Is it not reasonable that Paul used his cant hook in moving the logs
hom the mire ? Was it possible that h e broke the seasoned handle out
of his cant hook ? Do Junipers sprout ? Then is it not judgm ent
that he replaced th e handl e with a gree n juniper bole , took out his
last logs and in his ru sh left the cant hook sticking deep in thz mud?
Then as the season warmed and the ice receed ed, the ground d ried and
the mud and water which adhered to the cant hook handle formed the
peculiar meniscus ; the green handle sprouted giving rise to the Utah
Juniper ; and the topography so unusual was nothing more than the
trampled skidway ground s of Paul's operation.
- -- -U.J. -- - -

FACTS ON FISH AND GAME
(Continued from Page 6 )
problems and their requirements , and a willingness on the part of the
public at large to share the responsibility entailed in their solution.
Experience , the great fountain of knowledge upon which progress is built, has been drawn upon heavily in the past by sportsmen
interested in furthering fish and game protection in this country. Experience must serve also in guiding fish and game work in the future.
but it is now apparent that in this field of human activity, as in all
others, experience gained in the revealing light of science will prove
most helpful. It is in recognition of this fact that various agencies
interested in fish and game are turning more and more attention to
research.
No longer satisfied with action based merely upon how and ·
when, they are seeking to ascertain why. In other words, problems
are being analyzed as well as recognized. It is not enough to record
that during a certain period of time the sage hen population has decreased; if we are to remedy that situation we must know definitely
why the number of sage hens is becoming smaller and how that downward trend may be turned upward.
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It is not only with particular problems pertaining to individual
of fish and game that sportsmen are concerned, although such
problems are so numerous as to command a broad program of research
in any major area of the nation. Problems of wider scope are also
Gemanding attention. These involve questions in watershed protection, land utilization, and further adjustment of the interests of
sportsmen with those of stockmen, farmers, and others.
It is probable that we shall always have stubborn problems to
ci1allenge us in this field as in every other field to which man devotes
constructive thought and action; but the very size of these problems
is what makes them , at the same time , both important and extremely
mteresting. Good sport is to be found in any honest effort to solve
a challenging problem.
One of the most notable steps taken to encourage concerted activity in fish and game work has been taken by the Utah State Agricultural College in providing basic courses of instruction in this field .
The possibilities for service in this respect are many ; and it is safe
to say that the pioneering step taken by this institution to promote
fish and game conservation some day will be recognized as epochal.
-----U.J.----~pecies

PRONG-HORNS and BIGHORNS
(Continu ed from Page 8)
smallest of our big game animals but possesses the most interesting
mdividuality.
It ha s bee n suggested that a desert big game species from some
other part of the world might possibly be introduced on our vast
desert to take the place of the almost extinct prong-horned antelope.
Perhaps a few of the many African game species could be successfully introduced into our state. No doubt the Scottish red deer that
i:; similar, but inferior, to our elk would thrive in our mountains as
they have done in the Scottish moorlands for many centuries. Some
African animals are reported to subsist in arid sections where no water
other than that found in the vegetation is available. Such game animals may be tried out on our deserts. However, in the case of the
big game animals it would seem inadvisable to bring in exotic specie~
when such excellent natives as the elk and deer are making a satisfactory recovery.
With a little special attention our prong-horned antelope might
be greatly increased on our desert areas. It may be necessary to develop
more watering places to make more of the arid range habitable for
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game animals the year around. Then too, if antelope are to be greatlyIncreased they must also be given special protection against coyotes.
Fortunately there are a few small scattering bands of antelope still
left in Utah , enough perhaps to furnish the foundation stock for the.
development of several good-sized herds. In addition to the band on
the San Rafael desert, the largest remaining antelope herd in Utah,
there are scattering bands in a few places on our west desert .
MOUNTAIN SHEEP

The Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep is so near extinction in
our state that we must depend upon outside sources for planting stock
if we expect to restore this gamest of American game animals. There
is no open season on bighorn sheep in Utah , and it will probably be
many years before these animals can be restored to a point where it
would be advisable to take even a limited number of rams by hunting.
Early explorers and later our own pioneers found mountain sheep .
plentiful throughout the Wasatch range where today there are none.
The bighorns that have survived in the high Uintahs and down in
the box canyons of southeastern Utah are few indeed. Nevertheless .
we are sure that if mountain sheep can be placed on the Wasatch range
that the:e fine animals will no doubt do better than they did in primitive times because we have greatly reduced their natural enemies, the
cougar, the coyote and the eagle. Game laws and public opinion have
also operated to make the individual hunter much less destructive than
he was a generation ago .
As stated the few remaining bighorn sheep in Utah are either
found in the high and rugged parts of the Uintah mountains or down
in the box canyons of the Green and Colorado Rivers or their tributaries , below the high mesas and plateaus so common to southwestern
Utah. There is also a small band of bighorn sheep in the Zion Nation- .
al Park area . When these alert creatures come up out of these inaccessible canyons it is seldom that they venture beyond the very rim where
they immediately disappear over the edge at the first indication of
man 's approach. While the bighorns of the mountains travel upward
to seek refuge , those of the canyons travel downward. Apparently it is
more of a matter of inaccessibility than of elevation with the mountain
sheep. Where other big game animals seek timber for refuge the sheep
prefer rocks and even though they may come to a fairly low elevation
to avoid deep snow in the winter there are usually cliffs near by.
The writer has hunted practically every big game animal to be
found in the intermountain region, including the mountain goat of
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the Sawtooth. It is my experience that the bighorn sheep is the most
alert, most difficult to approach of all the big game animals. They
seem to be at all times aware of every movement within their vision.
One of the most interesting articles on mountain sheep that has
.come to my attention is that by E. H. Ober, appearing in the January,
1931 number of CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME. Mr. Ober 1s
·ClUOted in part as follows:
"The origin of our American mountain sheep, it would seem
highly probable, was by immigration from the Old World. The
writer has given much time and thought to this subject and has found
·evidence to substantiate this view. It would be quite reasonable to
figure out that the North American sheep came in a round-about way
.across the Bering Strait ice pack ages ago , and are really decendents of
the Central Asia sheep, which are known as the Marco Polo and Argali, both of which roam the rugged mountains of western Mongolia.
The two species are quite distinct, the Marco Polo being recognized
by its wide spreading horns and the Argali by the large circumference
at the base of the horns.
" North America contains seven or eight so-called species of
mountain sheep, which we are told form two fairly distinct branches
o0f the genus Ouis. The bighorn of the Canadian Rockies forms the
stem of the first , and from it branches the Nelson and the Mexico
.sheep. The stem of the other branch is found in the black and white
sheep of the far north. "
Mountain sheep are rarely considered numerous in any locality.
1n spite of their wary habits it seems that predatory animals , coyotes,
winter killing and disease stalk the bighorn persistently.
The legendary stories about mountain sheep scaling perpendicular
cliffs and landing on their horns when descending is of course a product of the human imagination. The writer has tracked mountain
sheep for days without once finding an impassable place on their trails.
They at times appear to go over cliffs but when followed one finds
they have simply selected the best possible route over rough , but safe
country for the cautious hunter. Mountain sheep seem to be very
familiar with every foot of the territory on which they range and are
never confused as to the route to take in making the best escape from
enemies. Ancient mountain sheep trails are clearly discernible even on
hard rock in many places where generation has followed generation
for centuries. The bighorn knows where every cliff terrace leads.
He never "bottles" himself up so to sneak.
Sportsmen and lovers of wild life should join in restoring the
b;ghorn to the Wasatch , as well as to other rugged parts of the state.
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RATINGS OF FORAGE SPECIES FOR GRAZING SURVEYS
BASED ON VOLUME PRODUCED
Continued from Page 14
COMPARISON OF THE VOLUME WITH THE PRESENT METHOD

On the Humboldt National Forest a cattle allotment of 7,800
acres was typed by the present method of calculation, which does not
consider volume, and the volume-palatability method. The area wa~
dtvided in to seven separate types, an unweighted average of which
shows of the total plant cover, 32% weed density, 45o/o grass density,
and 2 3 o/o browse density. There is a total of 1. 55 0 forage acres by
the present method and 1.598 by the volume-palatability , or an inctease of about 3 % . The individual types vary from !.78 'Jo less
forage acres by the volume-palatability method to l 0.56 o/o mort>.
Two of the types have less forage acreage and the other five have more
by the new method. The differences on these particular types are not
great enough to warrant any change from the present method . This
will be true of other areas where the proportion of plants with high
volume ratings about offsets the proportion with low volum e ratings. This will not be true , however, where the plant cover is predominately eitlier grass , weeds or browse, or of the latter two in combmation.
Forage factors for typical Region Four types with browse predominating, with grass predominating, and with weeds predominating
have been computed by both the present method of calculation and the
volume-palatability method. A comparison of the forage acre factors
resulting from the computations by the two methods shows that certain types with browse and weeds predominating h ave forage factors
considerably higher under the system now in use than under the vo lume method, while se lected types with grass predominating have forage acre factors about the same under both methods.
In a recent investigation to determine the degree of depletion on
portions of the open public domain, a grazing survey was made of the
forage cover on moderately used range and on the public domain in
order that the gra zing capacities might be compared. On much of
the sagebrush type there was a good density of blu e- bunch wheatgrass
(Agropyron spicatum )' giant wild-rye (Elymus condensatus), and
Sandberg bluegrass ( Poa sandbergii) on the moderately grazed range.
while on the public domain the wheatgrass and giant wild-rye were
greatly depleted, leaving only Sandberg bluegrass in anywhere near
miginal abundance. A range survey not considering volume would
uot have shown the true difference in the grazing capacities of the two
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.ranges. Sandberg bluegrass produces only about a third as much volume as blue-bunch wheatgress and a fifth as much as giant wild-rye.
The injection of volume ratings into the grazing survey gave a true
.appraisal of the amount of depletion as it was possible to compare the
actual volume of palatable forage produced on the moderately grazed
.range with the actual volume of palatable forage produced on the
public domain, which was the desired end.
CONCLUSIONS

From the studies made to date, it appears feasible and practical
to include volume as one of the essential elements in the determination
of forage acres. The problems of site classification and whether or
not allowance must be made for regrowth in meadows need additional
study and ratings for a greater number of species must be obtained and
additional checks made on some of the species already studied before
the method can be placed in actual use in grazing survey work.
----U.J.---WINTERING SHEEP ON UTAH'S WEST DESERT
Continued from Page 16
pestifer ), locoweed

(Astragalus spp .) , tumbelweed (Amaranthus
Of these only Russian
thistle contributes materially to the forage supply and then only after
it has been softened by moisture and frost.
Many sheepmen provide supplementary feed for the weaker
sheep , and for the others as well during periods of deep snow and
shortage of other forage . Supplements used are corn , cottonseed
cake, linseed cake, alfalfa hay and barley. Of these corn is the most
popular, with alfalfa hay probably second. The small grains must
be fed in containers and are used only to a small extent. Additional
chemical analyses of native forage together with experimentation on
the range are needed to aid in determining the best supp lements.
In winter, snow is the chief source of water and makes possib!P.
the utilization of the large part of the West D~sert. Snow is utilized
ny sheep along with their forage but must be melted for horses as well
as for man. For best utilization of forage the optimum depth of
1:now is about three or four inches. In the absence of snow only
r:mge within reasonable proximity to watering places can be grazed,
and congestion of herds usually occurs, to the detriment both of sheep
-and range.
With such plants present as shadscale, salt sage and fourwing
spp .), and mallow ( Sphaeralcea coccinea ).
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saltbush, feeding of sa lt is unnecesary. Of these plants shadscale 1s·.
most important because of its abundance and wide distribution.
That serious death losses of sheep occur on the winter range 1.>
genera ll y known, and these percentages become greater in seven~ winters with low temperatures and deep snow. Most of th z losses ar~
attributed at the time to loss of fl es h and to physical weakness , to
which un do ubted ly va ri ous primary causes ma y co ntribu t ~ . However, the difficulty of procuring the necessary m ain te nance ration is an

Typical Winter Range on Utah's West Desert

important cause, and it is not surprising that the major losses from
various troubles are concentrated in this extreme! y trying period . Poisonous plants occasion direc t losses, the worst plants being greasewood,
rabbitbrush , bud sage and loco weeds. Diseases which occur include
tuberculosis, soremouth ( with lambs mainl y), abortion, and hoof- rot.
Alkali poisoning and parasitic infestations are troublesome at times.
The problem of predators is almost limited to the coyote. Trapping and poisoning campaigns have held the coyote rath er well in
check, but the herder must still remain alert to prevent serious losses
of sheep. Occasionally the cougar may make a kill in the rougher
country .
It is well known that the winter range has depreciated greatly in
amount of forage since the settlement of the West. However , many
srockmen claim that additonal serious deterioration has occurred in
the past decade . That the range is now supporting half or less than
half of its original forage cover is a most serious handicap to the
present -day operator and occasions greater dea th losses of sheep and ·
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higher operating expenses, particularly for supplemental feed . Yet
the devastation continues. The writer feels strongly that the winter
r2nges should be placed under administration to prevent depletion of
the plant cover to utter denudation and barrenness.

- - - - U.J . - - - SO THAT'S IT
T . G: "Clarence, what is Forest Oragnization?"
Clarence : "Forest organization is the shifting of responsibility
from most responsible to most irrespons_ible."

- - - - U.J . - - - "Folk's," said the colored minister, "the subject of my sermon
dis evenin' am 'Liars.' How many in de congregation has done read
the 69th chapter ob Mathew?"
Nearly every hand in the audience was raised immediately.
" Dat' s right ," said the preacher, " You is just de folks I want to
preach to . Dere is no 69th chapter of Mathew."
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R. S. V. P.
WILFRED J. FUNK

Wh Y give parties, willy-nilly?
_Must I sit beside some silly,
Undeveloped, callow flapper
And amuse instead of slap her?
Mus t I eat a wicked, wasteful,
Ind igesti ble, distaseful
Meal, and drink a dozen glasses
With a dozen other asses ?

Guaranteed Comfort
in your
WOODS SLEEPING ROBE
nterlined with Woods E verlive
down from Northern Waterfowl.
GUARANTEED to keep you
warm, comforta ble. Light, dra ftproof.
Hygienic water-repellent
cover. Easy to pack. Three sizes
- six weights. $26.50 to $62.50.
Your dea.er; or direct-post paid.

I

WOODS MFG. CO. LTD.

"Awfu lly kind of you-delighted!
3327 Lake St, Ogdensburg, N.Y.
Tha nks-so nice to be invited!"
----U.J.----

It is predicted that within a decade we will be able to measure
more accurately the degree of inflammability and hazard existing at
3 ny given time and will have made distinct progress in forecasting the
degree of hazard for at least the near future. With this knowledge
we can in times of low hazard take our fire control forces away from
their stations and place them on other work. As a particularly high
haza rd approaches we will have emergency guards stationed and take
the other steps necessary to handle the situation.
To sum up, fire control offers a big field for observation, study,
mvestiga ti-on and research. We predict progress all along the line.
----U.J.---RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN LOGAN
CANYON, UTAH
(Continued from Page 24 )
throu gh the canyon to Bear Lake, combined with hunting, fishing, ·
'educa tional, inspirational and natural attractions that cannot be exc~lled in any other Canyon in the region, will insure its continued use.
In considering recreational use, the administrators must be careful to
provide control so that the natural features will not be destroyed, for
JUSt as su rely as excessive timber cutting or grazing will denude timber
~nd grazing lands, so will excessive camping denude recreational lands.
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The problem of conflicting uses is not serious, because a small
recreational area, if properly managed , will accomodate a large number
of outdoor pleasure seekers. Long before the watersheds of the canyon
are endangered the camping saturation point will have been reached
and new areas will be opened for use. The ~oncessions to be made b;
the timber and gr,.~ zing users will be very small but will adequately
_provide for the devel9pment of this new resource. The preservation
of scenic strips along roads and highways is already an adopted policy,
so the only change in the present timber management plan would bethe restriction of the sales of fuel wood along the river, around thllakes, and from other areas that have high recreational values. Cattle
and sheep should not be permitted to graze the areas set aside for public
use . This would mean but a very small reduction in numbers of stock~

and it is possible that the remaining portion of the range could absorb
this stock without damage.
There are some stockmen and possibly some lumbermen who
will object to these infringements or what they consider to be their
nghts. They will remind the Forest Service that these proposed recreational areas are now producing a revenue that would be lost if the
timber and grazing uses are excluded. An exami nation of the followirtg tables applying to Logan Canyon will not only remove this objection but will show , in an embryo state, a national revenue that has
possibilities of becoming much grealer.
In the first table the area classified as " Recreation" includes th~
permitted camp sites, summer home areas and that portion of the can-
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sold by
THE SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND RANGE I~ COOP,ERA TION WITH THE UTAH EXTENSION SERVICE ,
OF THE UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
LOGAN, UTAH.
These Trees are sold to Utah Farmers for wood -lot
and wind break plantings. Prices range from $1.50
to $2.50 per hundred. Distribution is made annually during the month of April. Write for Price List.

yon from which timber cutting and grazing are excluded. The areas
.are estimated, but in the case of "Recreation" the estimate is liberal,
theref.s>,re, . the ' figures in the last column are not excessive. The area
and receipts from timber and grazing are figured on a percentage basis
<letermined from the total area and total receipts for each of these two
resources. The receipts per acre bring out the value of the recreational
.areas.
USE

AREA

TOTAL
RECEIPTS

RECEWTS
PER ACRE
$
.06

·Grazing
94,000
$5,417.19
rimber
6,000
369 .68
.06
Recreation
7,520
990 .00
. 13
Now let us unburden the recreational revenue of its unproductive area and look at it in its true light.
USE

AREA

TOTAL
RECEIPTS
$
50.00

RECEIPTS
PER ACRE
$ 1.30

·Organization Camps 38 .5
940.00
29 .37
32
Summer Homes
Thus we see that recreation on the national forests is not a liability that requires an expenditure of time and money and produces
nothing in return , but on the contrary, if properly managed and allowed to expand, will add materially to the present revenues of the
·national forests .
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The availability of funds with which to construct and maintain.
recreational improvements depends entirely on Congressional appropnatwns. In the past these appropriations have been small , but they
have increased and without doubt will continue to do so until the
public demands have been met.
Intensive recreational development in Logan Canyon began in
the summer of 1932. The area selected was the Logan City Park
public camp ground; an area ten miles from Logan City and ideal in
every respect for intensive improvements. The plan is simple but
adequate. Individual and community camping and picnic grounds.
will be established ; water will be piped to convenient locations; camp
!.toves and tables will be placed in every camp, thereby making it an
ideal place to spend a few hours or a few days .
- - -- U .J.- - - ABSENT-MINDEDNESS
Four absent -minded college professors were out for a little jaunt
in a motor. The driving was inferior-the road very rough. After
a most terrific bump, during which all hands had to hold on , one
of th z professors in the rear seat leaned over and touched the driver
on the arm .
" Pardon ," he said , " but your wife is not with us. "
" Good heavens !" said the driver. " Why, she must have goneout when we bumped."
He backed the car up for nearly a mile, but there was no sign of
a living soul.
"Come to think of it," said one of the others, " are you sure yourwife was with us ?"
"To tell the truth, I don't believe she was," said the driver.
"How stupid of me !"
"But tell me," said the remaining professor, "I thought you got
a divorce two or three years ago-didn't you?"
"Well of all things." said the driver, laughing heartily. "Of course I did. I must be getting absent-minded."
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